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Bishop’s University was first established in 1843 as Bishops College by Bishop George Jehoshaphat Mountain. It was first developed as a college for the members of the Church of England until it was later transformed into a university in 1853. Along with McGill and Concordia University it remains one of the best undergraduate Universities in Quebec.

In 1853, degrees were only offered in Theology, Law, Medicine and Fine Arts. However, in 1947 the school separated from the Church of England and expanded to include other fields of study such as Business.

Part of what makes Bishops great is the fact that it is a small school. Thirty-two percent of classes at Bishops have twenty or fewer students, allowing for every student’s voice to be heard. The student body also represents every Canadian province and territory, along with eighteen U.S States and fifty countries worldwide and to date Bishops has produced approximately fifteen Rhodes Scholars.

BU is located on 500 acres of land and is built at the junction of the St.Francis and Massawippi Riviers. The architecture of many of the buildings have very strong Gothic influences. Construction of the Campus began in 1846 and continues still today, the most recent building being Paterson Hall, in 2003.

There are many clubs that play a big part in the Lennoxville community. Big Buddies is one of the biggest clubs. This club pairs students up with local kids and participates in various activities created by the coordinators.
Above: MacGreer Building is one of the oldest buildings on Campus and is the business building and financial aid office.

Top Right: Nicolls, also known as the Humanities Building.

Left: Divinity House formally a residence, is now used as offices for Professors of all divisions as well as home to the Writing Center

Bottom Right: Andrew Johnson Building, home to the Science Department.
I received my BSc and MSc at the University of Calgary and my PhD at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland. Looking back, however, it was my undergraduate degree that was transformative. Because of this experience, I value what an undergraduate education can offer and I am committed to maintaining high standards of teaching. We don’t know what we have learned until that learning settles and, even then, there is renewed discovery. The sediments of my own journey can be traced from physical education to history and philosophy of science. What I’ve learned as a teacher, however, is that the learning that matters is the learning that repositions us and deepens our response to the world. It takes time for learning to settle and when it does, it settles us. We find our way.

Having spent the bulk of my academic career at bigger universities located in bigger cities, both Bishop’s and Lennoxville were a bit of a change of pace for me. Luckily the changes have been for the better. You tend to get lost in the crowd at larger universities, but what has really struck me about Bishop’s are the strong sense of community and the incredible school spirit that seem to be shared by everyone on campus. I look forward to taking the time to get to know the students, staff and faculty here, and hope that I’ll be around long enough to grow to love Bishop’s as much as you all clearly do!
Professors

Glasgow, Scotland, native Stuart McKelvie arrived at Bishop’s in 1972 with a freshly-minted McGill Ph.D. He has taught a variety of psychology courses, including introductory, sports, cognitive, research methods and psychometrics. Quoting a late colleague, Alan Jones, he tries to “teach well”, whether it be to students from psychology or from other disciplines. He sees his major challenge as helping them judge how well scientific methods illuminate the human condition. Dr. McKelvie’s research and publications cover face processing, imagery, false memory, individual differences and sport psychology. Reflecting the wise motto “Mens sana in corpore sano”, his athletic interests extend both in and out of the class or lab, as shown in his personal exercise regime, which has included marathon running. He also finds chunks of time to read light fiction and revel in his Dylan passion. McKelvie is grateful that Bishop’s, with its liberal arts tradition, is a good fit for him, providing many treasured eureka moments.

I have been teaching here since the fall of 1997 in the Department of Sociology and I am also a former student. I have always been impressed by the ambiance at this university which provides opportunities to speak with your professor rather than a teaching assistant, colleagues who are interesting and supportive, and a beautiful campus in the rolling hills of the eastern townships. I enjoy learning from my students and watching their progression through their studies. Bishop’s provides me the opportunity to continue my interests in community networks, gerontology, deviance, labour relations and gender studies. The students, past and present, are an inspiration as they strive for personal as well as professional goals. This is a great place to learn and, in my case, to work. Love it!
We are Gaiters. We not only love purple, we live it. We go to class with 25 people, instead of 250. We take classes we’re interested in, and still graduate on time. We dress up in costumes for parties and tailgates, even when it’s not Halloween. We sit down for a pitcher with our professors, and we’re on a first name basis. We know administration will personally go out of their way to make sure we’re safe, even at three in the morning. We know that if we sing to our principle at 10pm, he’ll still chirp us for being weaker than McGill’s Football Team. If we leave the university, our skin starts to itch because we want to get back. We know we’re dwarfed by other universities in numbers, but we still have the biggest roar. We will always be out in full force, even if we win or lose. We love this place. We call this place home. We are Gaiters and this is Bishop’s University.

Our experience here is what makes Bishop’s University unique. The SRC is very proud to present you this yearbook, a summary of the experiences we’ve had. Our editors have been working hard all year to bring this to you and to help keep the memories of the past year alive. Our hope is that this book will help be a reminder to you of the people you’ve met, the things that you’ve learned, and the amazing times you’ve had. To this book, we can all raise our beer mugs and our little brown jugs, to BISHOP’S UNIVERSITY! WOOOOO!
A word from the SRC

As the Director of Finance and Operations for the S.R.C., I am responsible for ensuring that the Council is financially sound and The Gait and Doolittle’s are operating smoothly.

We set out this year with a few goals in mind. The first was ensuring that we became more transparent, meaning we wanted to make sure they know where their student fees are going. The second was to make sure that the transition from this year’s council to next is as smooth as possible and that the knowledge gained from this year will be passed on successfully. After running at a deficit for the past five years or so, we made it our goal to break even this year. As of right now, we are very close to that goal and as a team I know we can achieve this. I would like to thank the SRC team, Anis, Liz, Nate, Julia and Nadya for making this an amazing experiential year for me.

Congrats to all the graduates this year!

Serving with everyone on the SRC and representing the students this year was truly a pleasure. What I have learned is that Brad reminds me a lot of the great leader Leonardo, Vicky reminds me of the brilliant Donatello, Jess of the strong Raphael, and myself as the slightly in another world Michelangelo. And of course, we all receive enlightenment from our good friend Sam Ho, our ‘Splinter’. My job this year entitled addressing the non-academic issues of students and advocating on their behalf. This involves implanting change within the many areas of our school and attending numerous meetings that I always hoped would provide food – Thanks Deb and rez! To the incoming SRC of 2010-2011, I wish you all the best and hope your year will be as good as mine. CONGRATULATIONS GRADS OF 2010

This was the best year yet! Our student Senators and I worked to represent students on many committees. While Profs and students have a say, the administration technically decides the future of our school. However, students increasingly lead the charge to maintain Bishop’s brilliance. We are its future, present, and already part of its history.

“The great aim of education is not knowledge but action.”
- Herbert Spencer

I have learnt so much by having the honour and privilege of serving my fellow students in office. Working with the Building committee allowed me to understand what Neil Young meant by “rust never sleeps.” It applies in the Academic realm too as Senate meets and Professor Evaluations make up a surprising amount of work just to maintain standards. As Bishop’s upgrades its facilities like the library and arena, educational development flourishes from within us. The subconscious strength of Bishop’s will be ever in our hearts. Let’s wear ‘em on our sleeves and create something beautiful. With an eternally effervescent esprit de corps,
The Campus is a student-run newspaper that covers all aspects of Bishops life, from the events that take place, to upcoming events at Centennial. They also produce stories regarding events outside of Bishops ranging political debates to sports. The editors of The Campus are very dedicated individuals whose main goal is to produce a paper that everyone can enjoy. Alongside them are the photographer and the graphic designer who aim to illuminate the stories included by producing artwork and visuals that are appealing to the readers' eye.

We all hope that The Campus has kept you informed and up-to-date with the current events that are going on around Bishops and in the world and that you thoroughly enjoy all the articles within it.
About The Mitre.

The Mitre's most stunning characteristic is probably that it beats all of the other university's literary journals due to the fact that it is the oldest of them all, proudly celebrating its 117th anniversary. The Mitre is also one of Bishop's most well-kept secrets. As the editor of the Mitre, I have come upon many quizzical looks when I mention my day job. It is the best however when you encounter a fellow student that has been published in the Mitre and can get as excited as you are. The Mitre is student-run and is a place where students, faculty members and community members come together to share a passion for writing. I believe that writing not only takes you on a personal journey; it is meant to be shared and to take others with you. At Bishop's, we are incredibly lucky because in so many ways, we are given the opportunity to get published and to see our words go further than our own computer screen. The Mitre is a great example of this. It encourages many forms of creativity and creativity en français as well, accepting short stories (fiction or non-fiction), poems, pictures worth a thousand words and photos of artwork. I strongly encourage you to take part in this literary tradition if only to prove that here at Bishop's, we have better talent than anywhere else.

-Editor Anabel Collin
The DooCrew:
  Julia Judge
  Nadya Camerino
  Josh Scott
  Brittany Cameron
  Eric Nimigon
  Scott Potter
  Darren Steffler
  Hazeline Delos Trinos
  Claire Kryczka
  Megan Wanless
  Keegan Durovick
  Brooke Chouinard

Doolittle's, the good old on campus corner store, where students can pick up various items in between classes or buy beer for the night!
The Gait

The Bishop’s student bar, The Gait, is run FOR the students BY students and helps support other student initiatives. We have the greatest staff that goes out of their way to make sure that every night out is a great one!

This year was better than ever. We had a lot of talent come through our doors...from guest DJ’s, live bands and comedy shows to our own local talent. The gait is the only bar in Lennoxville that can provide a pub atmosphere or a club atmosphere, depending on the time and event, with two amazing regular DJ’s from Montreal and Toronto. The Gait hosted some of the year’s biggest parties, from Frosh week to Drink the Bar Dry and everything in between.

Bishop’s is the best in so many ways, but everyone knows that school spirit is where we shine. So whether you’re painted purple for the big game, in the mood to play a few games of foosball or pool, dressed to impress for a formal or just out for a good time with your friends, where better to get your Bishop’s on and raise a toast than the Bishop’s student bar? We’ll see you at The Gait!

Manager- Elizabeth Miron
Assistant Manager - Nathaniel Thomas
Bartenders: Anna Shackell, Ariane Thibault , Caroline Zawalski, Cory Hamilton, Jeff Farrell, Joan McLaughlin, Jordan Morneau, Kristofer McKeown, Meredith Evans, Morgan Dinsdale, Nick Marks, Rachael Stableford, Stephanie Shafiepour, Shawn Gore and Elisabeth Lefebvre-Courteau.
Busser: Alex Inch, Corey Swaga, Nick Venditti, Shaun Pais, Dan Braine
Coatcheck/Servers: Britney Delano, Laine LaPlante, Morgan Miron, Samantha Raby
The John H. Price Sports Centre, also known as The Plex, is one of the most popular as well as the most used places on campus. It was named after John Herbert Price, a member of the board of trustees from 1928-1966, whose major contribution to Bishop’s in 1970 founded the construction of the Sports Complex.

The Plex plays host to all the athletics on campus from football to ultimate frisbee as well as most intramural sports and is used by students from BU and Champlain as well as many Lennoxville and Sherbrooke residents. If you’re in need of any tender loving care, you can also find the Steven King Physio Clinic, where there are 2 head physios and several student workers who are willing to assist you if needed. If you also happen to be in need of a little cash, the plex hires several student workers for certain positions. Some of these positions which include lifeguarding for both the indoor and outdoor pool, working security, food, beverage, and ticket sales at both football and basketball games, as well as working the front desk.

So whether you’re looking for a massage, a job, a little dip in the pool, or somewhere to get your sweat on you can guarantee the Plex will be more than happy to help you out!
Student Safety

Making Bishop's a Safer Place to Be!

Student Safety is a student-run organization that ensures the safety of students both on and off campus. These wonderful people make sure that the events you attend are both safe and enjoyable for everyone involved. Such events include athletic functions, games, and especially nights out on the town. The members of Student Safety are responsible for walking students to their residences/apartments, escorting them to Safe Haven, and simply making their presence known so that those around them can feel protected. They go on patrol during the night, ensuring that all events and activities are running smoothly and safely. So the next time you see a member of the Bishop's student safety personnel, be sure to thank them for their exceptional work in keeping the campus, and its students, as safe as possible!

Student Safety Team for 2009-2010:
Elizabeth Robichaud (Manager), Katie Allen (Assistant Manager), Aryane Beaudoin (Crew Chief), James McQuade (Crew Chief), Alexandre Morissette (Crew Chief), Abdoulaye Sow (Crew Chief), Daniel Armand, Adam Blandford-Morrow, Zak Buil, Pam Deane, Kevin Dezan, Kyle Ellsworth, David Emory, Tom Gryra, Daniel Harris, Melissa-Jane Hollands, Jared Jodoin, Kyle Kelly, Glen Kidd, Melissa Lalilie, Lindsay Mellon, Viviana C. Moran-Ibarra, Amy Piersma, Evan Pynes, Jordan Sanchez, Forrest Sarrasin, Todd Smith, Emily St-Aubin, Daniel Taggart-Hodge, Morgan Walsh, Erin Wells, Kelsey Wilson, Carlos Zambrano
Paterson Hall (2004) is named for Alex Paterson, the most recent Chancellor of Bishop's (1995-2004).

Abbott


Right: Kuehner Hall (1965) was named after Albert Lincoln Kuehner (1903-1965) Lecturer and Professor of Chemistry from 1925 until 1965 and Vice-Principal from 1951 until 1965.

Mackinnon

Left: Mackinnon Hall (1959) was named for Justice Cecil Gordon Mackinnon, trustee of the University from 1904 until 1937.

Right: Munster Hall (1966), was named for Albert A. Munster, a trustee of the university from 1944 to 1973, a member of the Executive Committee of Corporation from 1944 to 1970 and Vice-President of Corporation from 1947 to 1966.

Norton

Left: Norton Hall (1950) was named after Harry A. Norton, trustee of the university from 1928-1948.

Right: Pollack Hall (1950) was named for Maurice Pollack, a wealthy merchant of Quebec City who funded the construction of this residence.
Residence Life at Bishops

Residence Assistants: Helping You to BU!

The dedicated team of Residence Assistants and their Team Coordinators at Bishop's have a special place in the school community. Their leadership skills and hard work within the residence community make them a vital part of the Bishop's experience. They work tirelessly, doing rounds throughout the night, planning events, lending an ear to the woes of those frightened first years and on top of it all, attending their classes. This select group of individuals make living in residence an experience to remember.

Above: Adam Bond takes a well deserved break from his patrolling duties

Above: Jordan Racey embraces a less serious side.

Left: Kaitlin McWhinney and Christine Morris show that RAs still know how to have fun!

Far Left: Jack Crowley makes the rounds of Newside.

RA Team 2009/10: Norton/Pollack: Suzanne Thibault (TC), Peer Moulard, Laura Harris, Darcy Crum, Will Embelton; Mackinnon: Nick Brouillard (TC), Barbara Happy-Narouz, Patrick Murphy, Leslie Kean, Warren Haydock; Abbott: Jordan Racey, Adam Bond, Jessie-Lynn Mace; Kuehner: Jack Crowley (TC), Christine Morris, Kristen Howell; Munster: Kaitlin McWhinney, William Murphy; Patterson: Corey Peatman (TC), Andrea Buitrago, Marc-Antoine Faubert
Fall Fundraisers

Prom Dress Rugby - Women's Rugby

On Sunday, October 25th, members of the Bishop’s University women’s rugby team participated in BU's first Prom Dress Rugby tournament. The fundraiser, organized by Frances Bajdik-Bova and Meredith Evans, was a complete success! The team raised over $750 for a scholarship program, funded by Frances herself, to help send a child to school in Uganda, Africa for a year. The event was open to anyone who was interested in participating, and turned out to be a great success. The girls received tremendous support from the men’s rugby team at Bishop’s as well as both Sherbrooke and Champlain women's rugby teams. Our lady gaiters plan on making this an annual event and hope that next year even more of the student population will show up to give their support to this amazing cause!

Grill McGill - Women's Soccer

On Saturday, September 26, also known as HOMECOMING WEEKEND, the BU lady’s soccer team organized their very first walk for ALS. The idea aspired from previous years where the girls would attend the walk for ALS in Montreal. This year they decided to bring the walk to their very own Bishop's campus, in hopes of getting more awareness and involvement for the cause from the surrounding community. Their result? An absolute success! The girls were able to raise somewhere around the $2500 mark!

Duck Race - Aids Research

The duck race, held on October 29th at 4pm, and organized by Andrew Forbes, was to raise money for Aids Research. The event had over 200 participants whose ducks were released at the train bridge just off the BU Campus, making their way to the car bridge where the winners of the race received a $50 gift certificate to the SAQ. The winners were Shane Tyrrell, Claudia Leonard, and Ryan White. The fundraiser was a huge success! Over $1000.00 were raised and donated to CANFAR. Good job BU!
Golf

Roster:

Head Coach: Andrew Ochman

Golfers:

Dane Fitzpatrick
James Laing
Olivier Genier
Alex Aubry
John Miles
Francis Cossette
David Arksey
Mark Warnholtz
Alexi Drolet
“Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity”

With this quote in mind, the 2009 Football Gaiters were a very lucky team. The team, comprised of a tremendous group of determined young men, prepared week in and week out to compete on the field. This season, not unlike any football season, has had its ups and downs but this team refused to quit. The players bought into the team concept and deserve a great deal of credit for never giving up and always giving everything they had. No complaints, no excuses, just hard work and playing hard for each other. This was a very memorable year for all involved and many lessons were learned about being winners. "Winners are not those who never fail, but those who never quit."

Note: This is being written at a time when we are preparing for our most important game of the year. Game #8 against Concordia University at Coulter Field. Win and we are in! Opportunity is knocking.

The only thing we can be sure of is that luck is on our side...

2009-2010 Roster:

QB: Jesse Andrews, Jordan Heather, Jake Ruddy, Jeff Hildreth, Shane McDonald
DB: Harrison Maloney, Corey Cook, Jermaine Gabriel, Nicholas Poloniato, Shawn Naylor, O'Shane Daley, Shane Francis, Ben McPherson, Jermaine Lewis-Parris, Ryland Smith, Steven Adu, Andre Charron, Troy Mendez-Jarrett, Alexandre Nadeau,
DL: Junior Turner, Elie Ngoyi, Mathieu Boulay, Kevin Kwasny, Nick Rigg, Doug Manary, Yan Jacques, Kenrick Ritchie, Frank Aiello, Pierre McMillan
RB: Ron-Lee King-Fileen, Mitch Guarna, John Jean-Baptiste, Kareem Lawrence, Kenny Desir, Matt Burke, Tim Cronk, Kyle Exume, Ryon McCalla, Ashton Nelson,
LB: Zak Buis, Steve McCollum, Tyler Jutras, Wes Rundle, Ryan Corry, Justin Conn, Trevor Kemp, Daniel West, Cameron Rivard, Jordan Allen, Jaheed Julian,
K: Josh Maveety
OL: Philip Sauer, Adam Hughes, Tyler Harding, Alex Lau, Mike Berta, Rob Frac, Ryan White, Adam Noll, Kyle Handy, Adam Ladouceur, Matthew Milligan, Jason Richardson,
REC: Shawn Gore, Stephen Adekolu, Duraney White, Olivier Mongeau, Steven Turner, Dave Soucy, Major Newman, Bruce Swinden, D'Arcy Nash, David Haddrall, Kheon Clarke, Kyle Kavanaugh, Kevin Coutu, Geoff Coventry, Dan Iafrate, Kevin, Wojcik
Above Left: Fullback Tim Cronk making a block against Laval University.

Above Right: Zak Buis and teammate Harrison Maloney owning an offensive player from Concordia University.

Right: Shawn Gore making an amazing catch during the Halloween game against Concordia. This game took the boys to the quarter finals!

Below: Defensive end Elie Ngoyi and defensive back Jermaine Lewis-Parris blocking a Laval offensive player.
Men's Rugby

Roster:

Head Coach: Bill Robson
Assistant Coach: Charles Goode

Forwards:
Matthieu Alexandre FL
Nicholas Corney FL
Jeffrey Farrel 2R
William Gilbert H
Nicholas Johnson P
Kyle Kelly P
James Le Huquet 2R
Stefan Lemieux FL
Ryan Lethbridge FL
Braydon McLean 2R
Sam Monroe 2R
David Murphy P
Ryan Ozerooff H
David Rumsey P
Ian Snowsell 2R

Backs:
Victor Chatain C
Marthinos de Witt C
Adam Fraser FB
Noah Harrison 2R
Glen Kidd C
Bradley Leung SH
Blake MacGregor SH
Jimmy Macni W
Pierreck Mihorat FB
William Murphy FH
Shaun Pais C
Matthew Pereira C
Peter Ratcliffe FH
Shane Tyrell W

Top: Veterans Ryan Lethbridge and Jamie Le Huquet prepare to go into an uncontested scrum.

Middle: Two Gaiteers take down a Sherbrooke player with the ball.

Bottom: A ruck is formed over the ball, supported by Ryan Lethbridge at the back.
An excellent lift by Ian Snowsell and lifters. The boys took home a 17-0 win over le Vert et Or that day.

Top Picture: Flanker Ryan Lethbridge supporting fellow forward Kyle Kelly in a tackle.
Above Picture: Front Row player David Rumsby and Hooker Ryan Ozeroft tackle a Sherbrooke player with the ball.

Graduating players top row from left to right: Braydon Deans McLean, Matt Pereira, Ryan Lethbridge, and Ian Snowsell. Bottom row from left to right: Jamie Le Huquet, Stefan Lemieux, and Shane Tyrell. Unavailable for photo: Bradley Leung.

Head Coach Bill Robson looking on as the boys battle Sherbrooke University on October 18th, 2009.

Center Matt Pereira supporting one of his backline players, Shaun Pais.
Women's Rugby

Roster:

**Head Coach:** Eryn Hessian

Forwards:
- Katie Allen 2R/P
- Melanie Black H
- Megan Clarke 2R
- LeeAnna Coates 2R
- Dayna Hammond P
- Lauren Humphreys P
- Allix Laffoley-Cartier FL
- Holly McMillan 2R
- Heather Paul 2R
- Laura Spence P
- Marjorie Tessier H

**Assistant Coach:** Ryland Evans

Backs:
- Frances Bajdik-Bova IC/OC
- Meredith Evans SH
- Ashley Grant W
- Nicole Henshaw W
- Melissa-Jane Hollands SH
- Jamie Horreit FH
- Gabrielle Houle LW
- Taylor Johnston IC/OC
- Marie Kouklewsky W
- Megan Lackie OC
- Jacquie Laidler IC
- Sue Magwood FH
- Marcie Martin RW
- Jordan Morneau IC/OC
- Chelsea Smith FB

Top: The forwards and scrum half Meredith Evans huddling before their last opening kickoff of the season.

Middle: The Gaiters solidly contesting a scrum.

Bottom: 8-man Heather Paul and her support driving through the defensive line.
Right: Graduating vets holding up head coach Eryn Hessian. From left to right: Heather Paul, Meredith Evans, Chelsea Smith, Sue Magwood, Melanie Black, Frances Bajdik-Bova, and Dayna Hammond.

Below: Sue Magwood attempting a conversion kick during the gaiters’ final game against Sherbrooke. Sue’s percentage this season before the final game for kicks completed was around the high 70s.

Above: Jumper Heather Paul completing an amazing lift with the support of lifters Dayna Hammond and Katie Allen.

Bottom Right: Flanker Allix L-C handing off the ball to the backline before contact.

Bottom Left: Second row LeeAnna Coates breaking through the defensive line.
Above: The team huddling up for a few last words before a game.
Below:

Bottom Left: the girls playing great defense on Halloween weekend!
Bottom Right: Sam Juraschka maintaining ball control under pressure.
Women's Soccer

Roster:

Head Coach: Phil Ribaux
Assistant Coach: Ala Pitt

Below: An attempt at a flick by Frederique against Sherbrooke University.

Below Left: Katie Montelpare played a great offensive game against Sherbrooke. Below Middle and Right: the girls warming up prior to their game.

# Name
1 Koula Trichas
2 Teresa Julian
3 Meagan White
4 Stephanie Burnett
5 Christine Vidal
6 Jessica Colpitts
7 Heather Thompson
8 Laura Menard-Lee
9 Linda Guerrera
10 Becky Yates
11 Katie Montelpare
12 Samantha Halfyard
13 Samantha Juraschka
14 Catherine Myre
15 Jessica Dagenais
16 Erin Pollon
17 Katie Wallace
18 Diana Figueroa Pina
20 Frederique Cloutier
The boys huddling up for a pre-game pep talk! First face off of the boys' game against McGill University.
Men's Lacrosse

Roster:

Head Coach: Damien C. Roy

Assistant Coaches:
Rob Engelken, Sylvain Laroche, and Drew Pollock

#  Name
1  Joseph Laleune
2  Andrew MacKay
3  Joe Martin
5  Mark Kingston
6  Ben Silverman
7  Ross Wills
8  Keegan Durovick
9  Danny Shupe
10 Stephane Dufour
13 Reginald Lawremce
14 James McDonald
18 Mike Dube
19 Jesse Gattellaro
20 Jeremy McNaughton
21 Andre Laloue
22 Josh Crone
25 Adam Phillips
26 John Graham
27 Rick Sainthill
32 A;ex Dube

Far Left: Mid-Fielder Alex Dube

Below: The boys warming up before a game.

Mike Dube, one of the team's best attack players.

The boys won their game against McGill with a close 7-6 score.
Above: Guard Onnex Backwood setting up a play against Cape Breton University.

Above: The team gathering for a last minute word before jump ball.
Men's Basketball

Roster:

Head Coach: Rod Gilpin

Assistant Coaches:
   Brian Forsythe and Charles Kobelt

Name  Position
Chris Kuete  Forward
Pierre Trepanier  Guard
Oraine Green  Guard
Jeremy Leonard-Smith  Forward
Tim McAleenan  Guard
Damon Thomas-Anderson  Forward
Jamil Abiad  Guard
Pat Shier  Forward
Ryan Steele  Guard
Jesse Feith  Forward
Chris East  Guard
Onnecx Backwood  Forward
D'Arcy Nash  Guard
Hermon Tesfaghebriel  Forward
Alex Audette-Genier  Guard
Tim Hunter  Forward

Left: Teammates Tim McAleenan and Jesse Feith putting up a fight together for a rebound.

Below: Third year Tim McAleenan taking a shot on offense.

Above: Guard Ryan Steele making a killer shot on Halloween weekend.

Above: A stare down between ??????? and a Cape Breton player.
Right: Rookie Bethan Clarke sinking a foul shot during the girls’ exhibition game on Halloween Weekend.

Below Right: Veteran Gabrielle Cote-Caouette getting blocked during the girls’ exhibition game against the boys’ team from Triolet High School.

Below Left: Veteran Caouette taking a foul shot.
**Women's Basketball**

**Head Coach:** Alex Perno  
**Assistant Coaches:** Nathalie Boucher, Toni Kordic and Christine Murphy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Juliana Lopez</td>
<td>Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Katy Germain</td>
<td>Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Marie-Eve Lemoine</td>
<td>Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Melanie Ouellet-Godcharles</td>
<td>Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Janelle Haddad</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jessy Roy</td>
<td>Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bethan Chalke</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Robyn Wilson</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Annick Stephanny Charles</td>
<td>Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Tamara Grice</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Felicia Craig-Thompson</td>
<td>Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Gabrielle Cote-Cauquette</td>
<td>Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Elizabeth Coolen</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Left: Center Felicia using her height to her advantage

Left: Annick passing off the ball to a fellow garter

Below: Annick playing a little defense
Women's

Hockey
Roster:

Head Coach: Karl Hunting
Assistant Coach: Chris Byrne

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katie Andrews</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Bennett</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Boileau</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monika Bolduc</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Cook</td>
<td>C/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Cote</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elyse Driver</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaila Ezard</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Lackie</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Laderoute</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laine Laplante</td>
<td>C/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alysha McLeod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Pelley</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrina Reid</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chantal Richard</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Snyder</td>
<td>D/G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilee Walker</td>
<td>W/C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above: A team huddle between periods

Surrounding Pictures: The girls game against Sherbrooke Junior AAs on October 23.
Laure Pitfield:  
Date of Birth: October 23, 1985  
Hometown: Ottawa, Ontario  
Graduated: Honours in Psychology in 2009  
Currently:  
Laure, who is attending Saint Mary’s University in the Sciences Department, now wears #13 and plays forward for the women’s basketball team.

James Yurichuk  
Date of Birth: November 1, 1986  
Hometown: Brampton, Ontario  
Graduated: Major in Social Sciences and a Minor in Health and Sports Studies in 2009  
Currently:  
“Yuri” can now be seen playing linebacker and wearing the #4 jersey for the BC Lions.

Dan McCullough:  
Date of Birth: April 17, 1983  
Hometown: Fredericton, NB  
Graduated: Major in History in 2009  
Currently:  
Dan McCullough was the first to start the BC tradition. In 2007 he was signed to the Lions as a free agent and is now a longsnapper for the team.

Jamall Lee  
Date of Birth: March 13, 1987  
Hometown: British Columbia  
Graduated: Social Sciences in 2009  
Currently:  
After spending some time with the Carolina Panthers, Lee has now settled in with the BC Lions, along side his fellow Gaiters.

Kyle Jones  
Date of Birth: October 4, 1986  
Hometown: Mississauga, Ontario  
Graduated: Major in Business in 2009  
Currently:  
Kyle Jones has been signed to the practice roster of the Toronto Argonauts as a free agent.

Emilie Crofton  
Date of Birth: May 27, 1985  
Hometown: San Jose, California  
Graduated: Honours in English in 2006  
Currently:  
Emilie is volunteering for the Peace Corps in Burkina Faso. She is putting most of her effort now towards building a library in the village of Pobe-Mengao.

Mac Allen  
Date of Birth: June 7, 1985  
Hometown: Toronto, ON  
Graduated: Major in Business in 2006  
Currently:  
Mac, who was a member of the Edmonton Rush Lacrosse team after leaving BU, now plays defense for the Rochester Knighthawks.

Nick Inch  
Date of Birth: June 7, 1985  
Hometown: Kitchener, ON  
Graduated: Major in Business in 2006  
Currently:  
Inch, who was BU’s first player to be selected in the NLL, now plays for the Minnesota Swarm lacrosse team after being traded by the Toronto Rocks in 2005.
Sam Etcheverry, A Legend.
1930-2009


Those are just a few words one may hear when discussing one of the greatest CFL quarterbacks in history. Football legend Sam Etcheverry, was born on May 20, 1930 in Carlsbad, New Mexico. His football career took off at the University of Denver where he set passing records from 1949 until 1951 that still stand today. In 1952, Etcheverry was recruited to the Alouettes, joining the CFL almost by accident, stating he never knew there was a Canadian Football League. Head coach of the Als at the time was Peahead Walker who had seen a picture of Sam in a sports magazine and liked the look of his passing motion. That hunch led him to who would eventually become the six time all-star quarterback responsible for leading the Montreal Alouettes to three Grey Cup appearances, and who won the Schenley Award in 1954 as the CFL’s best player. Earning his nickname “The Rifle”, Etcheverry became the first quarterback in CFL history to reach 4,000 passing yards in a season and threw an unbelievable 508 yards in the 1955 Grey Cup, setting yet another record that still stands today. After an attempt made by the Als to trade the all-star, Etcheverry joined the NFL’s St. Louis Cardinals from ’61-’62, ending his playing career with the San Francisco 49ers in 1963. After being inducted into the Canadian Football Hall of Fame in 1969, Sam became head coach of the Alouettes in 1970, leading them to a Grey Cup win over the Calgary Stampeders. After setting virtually every team passing record for the Montreal Alouettes, his No. 92 jersey was retired by the Als in 1996. His career included an incredible 30,303 yards and 186 touchdowns on 1,969 completions.

On August 29, 2009 Sam Etcheverry passed away after a long battle with cancer. Friends, family, and fellow athletes came together to celebrate their memories and pay their respects to this great man. He will be deeply missed and always remembered for his greatness both on as well as off the field.
It's that time again!

Froshweek
Bishop's Homecoming
Let's do it ...
Gaiter Style!
Halloween Weekend
"Can you guess what this marvelous creation is? That's right! It's a Gaiter!!

Some guys just can't resist dressing like twins! Looking good Jordan and Carmike!

Take a look at this attractive looking couple!
Bishop's Music Department

The Music Department is an active musical presence throughout the year at Bishop's University.

The Musique Chez Nous Concert Series runs the entire school year, coordinated and staffed by Bishop's students, and presents weekly concerts from a diverse variety of musical performers. From jazz and blues to German Lieder or Classical lute, there are concerts for many tastes, and all provided free for students!

The Bishop's University Music Society (B.U.M.S.) hosts several Cabarets each semester that allow music and non-music students alike to share their musical or dramatic talent in an “open mic” style evening in the Bandeen Hall lobby. The annual Student Showcase gives students a more formal musical opportunity to perform onstage in Bandeen Hall in a concert setting.

Above: Piano student Amanda McAlpine practicing onstage in Bandeen Hall.

Right: Graduating Student Morgan McCormick during a piano masters class with Dr. Frank Levy.

Far Right: Piano student Amanda McAlpine practicing onstage in Bandeen Hall.
Above: A few of the department's students jamming together in Bandeen in front of their peers.

Left: Classical guitarist Vincea McClelland playing a solo piece at a Musique Chez Nous concert.

Far Left: Guitarists/lutenists Vincea McClelland and Raymond Coste onstage at their Musique Chez Nous concert.
Right: A creation by Laura Spence.
Just Below: A wall piece by Gwyn Matheson.
Below: A beautiful piece by Lili Xu.

Above: A creation by Rachel Stableford. Absolutely beautiful!
The Fine Arts department consists of students with a wide variety of interests ranging from art history, painting, architecture, ceramics, design, and even photography. The department offers a major and minor program, providing an undergraduate formation in both art history and studio practice, allowing students to obtain a foundation for possible careers in teaching, the practice of art, museum curatorship, arts administration, or art librarianship, among others. Events organized by the Fine Arts Department include the Grad Art Show as well as the Galt Art Show where fellow students can put their creations on display for all to see.

Above Left: A piece created by fourth year student Amanda Eaton.

Left: A Beautiful Creation by Gwyn Matheson.

Above: Beyond Amazing. This is yet another beautiful piece by Gwyn Matheson.
Below: Cast and Crew working out some kinks during rehearsal

Below: A scene from the production of Desire Caught by the Tail

Desire Caught by the Tail! Directed by Jonathan Rittenhouse
Bishop's Drama Presents:

A Doll's House

Performed in BU's Centennial Theatre, a Doll's House is the story of a woman's struggle to save her family and discover her true identity. Directed by George Rideout, the production was an outstanding success, bringing in students as well as the local community.

"'A liar, a hypocrite, and a criminal' as her husband describes her ... or is she?"

Above: The cast of Rabbit Rabbit coming together before, during, and after rehearsals!
Ten facts we thought YOU should know about Bishop's!

While our beloved school mascot is represented by an awesome purple alligator, traditionally a 'Gaiter' is a boot cover that was a part of the uniform worn by previous undergraduates of Bishop's.

The composer of the musical Hair, Galt MacDermot is a graduate of BU.

The 2001 romance drama Lost and Delirious, featuring the OC's Mischa Barton, was filmed throughout the Bishop's Campus.

In 2006 Bishop's added a new observatory which houses a 10-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. Not only is it used for educational purposes, but it is also open to the public for tours and stellar evenings. The observatory is located on top of the Niccolls Building.
The movie The Covenant, filmed in 2006, used the outside of McGreer as one of their residence halls.

Robert Ghiz, the premier of Prince Edward Island is another graduate of Bishop's.

Athletic therapist Steven King has previously worked with Olympic athletes, including those from the 2002 Winter Games and those from the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics.

Bishop's was founded in 1843 making it one of Canada's oldest universities.

Country music artist Johnny Reid is a graduate of Bishop's.

There are approximately 40 clubs active on the Bishop's campus!
Amnesty International
Working to Protect Human Rights

Bishop's is part of an Amnesty group with over 2.2 million members that campaigns for internationally recognized human rights for all.
War Child

Dedicated to providing urgently needed care to children effected by war.

War Child is a charitable organization that works to advocate and provide support for child soldiers around the world. The War Child club at Bishop’s organizes events each semester to raise money for and create awareness about this cause. Over the past 3 years, War Child has raised over $5000, a number which will only continue to rise with the growing support for this group’s cause. Throughout first semester, War Child held two major events: the nation-wide event “Busking for Change”, which for the second year in a row we were the University to raise the most money per capita. War Child also hosted BU’s Got Talent, the school’s third annual Talent Show. It was a great success, with over 15 spectacular acts raising over $1000. We would like to thank all who have supported us; your donations are going towards a worthy cause.
The Best Buddies Club is a chapter of the national charitable organization dedicated to enhancing our communities through one-to-one friendships between individuals with intellectual disabilities and students.
In short, we are a mentoring program for kids at Lennoxville Elementary. We match BU students with LES kids based on interest and compatibility. We then host events throughout the year for our Big Buddies and their Little Buddy matches to take part in. This year for example we went on a field trip apple-picking, had a Hawaiian themed event and a sports plex day. We have 56 matches this year- making our total number of members 112.

Executive Committee includes:
Frances Bajdik-Bova - President
Elizabeth Miron - VP of Little Buddies
Meredith Evans- VP of Big Buddies
Adam Blanford-Morrow - Activity Co-ordinator
Katrina Koreeze - Activity Co-ordinator
Alex Liatsis Activity Co-ordinator
Tarrah Vallee-- Activity Co-ordinator
Leah Rothwell - Fundraising and Finances
Bio Club

The Bishop’s University Biology Club aims to bring together all of those with the common goal of a degree in the Natural Sciences. The club unites the students of the Natural Sciences in fun and rewarding opportunities outside of the classroom. This year’s highlights included the always popular Fall and Winter Wine and Cheeses as well as a very exciting trip to the Biodome in Montreal. No matter what, from the lab, to potlucks, to curling, to getting scientist sexy, simply put the Bio Club works hard but play even harder... that’s the BUBIO way!
Chemistry Club

The Chemistry Club presents an opportunity for chemistry and biochemistry students to get to know each other as well as experience Bishop's to the fullest. The club hosts a multitude of events throughout the year, such as Wine & Cheeses, the annual golf tournament, and potlucks. Thanks to the small size of our program, these manage to create a close, personal environment in the department. This club lets incoming students connect with upper-year students and professors, contributing to the academic and social environments of the school.
To start off the year the BUEC participated in the World Wide Car-Free Day that took place on September 22nd 2009. On that day, despite the gloomy weather, the BUEC encouraged students and faculty to take an alternative mode of transportation to school and the first 20 people who arrived to the Enviro Club section, which was located behind the SUB, received a Free Re-usable travel mug! The Club had a section for supervised bike drop-off, music playing and students at the front of the school encouraging drivers to donate towards the Fire Relief and remind them to reduce Carbon emissions.

Since then, the BUEC has been working really hard in raising awareness of bottled water. In the winter semester the club held a referendum for the students to eliminate the sale of bottled water across campus. Bishop’s can be a leader in sustainability, using the elimination of bottled water as a step in the right direction!

**BU, Be Green!**
Left: Executive members of CASA

Bottom Left: A poster advertising CASA’s annual ‘Purplebana’; a Bishop’s version of the Caribana.

Below Right: Members of CASA dancing it up and having a good time at their ‘Purplebana’ Event.

Above: A poster advertising CASA’s ‘Expressway’. This event was CASA’s fourth annual Poetry Jam.
Diversity at Bishop's Pride Alliance

The Bishop's University Pride Alliance provides a place, a service, and a source of information for people interested in GLBTQQ (Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgendered, Two-spirit, Questioning and Queer) issues and gives a voice to the GLBTQQ community currently at Bishop's. Their mission is to raise awareness on campus of GLBTQQ issues at Bishop's, in our community and around the world. They do this by holding events and activities that embrace and encourage diversity as well as a bond between queer and ally students. The Pride Alliance also offers peer counseling, a safe space (in the Diversity Centre) and a Pride Library for anyone seeking more help or information on GLBTQQ-related topics. This fast-growing group is open to everyone, regardless of sexual orientation, truly making Bishop’s a free, open and diversified place to be.

Queer Conversations

One of Pride's most successful endeavours this year was “Queer Conversations”, a play comprised of student- and alumni-penned monologues concerning GLBTQQ issues. Conceived and directed by Lynsey Hachey, the play was an undeniable success, spreading awareness of these issues in the school community, quashing stereotypes and answering questions. Its success cements the Pride Alliance's status as an important club within the Bishop's community.
The overarching goal of the Gender Equity Centre (GEC) is to build a community of people that challenges and examines gender inequalities on campus and in the world at large. This is achieved through awareness campaigns, fundraisers, discussion groups and through visual and performing arts. GEC strives to ensure that all genders achieve equality in all realms of life on campus—be it academic or social. Furthermore, GEC raises funds to help marginalized women in other parts of the world.
The purpose of the Bishop's University Mentoring and Tutoring Program (BUMT) is to provide a fun and positive learning environment to local students who are seeking extra help with their school work. BUMT focuses on individualized learning techniques and a mainly one-on-one program to allow for a comfortable and personalized environment in which students can focus on achieving academic success. BUMT has partnerships with Sherbrooke Elementary, and Galt Regional High School and also runs a reading circle at the Lennoxville Library for students from Lennoxville Elementary School.

Executive Members include:
Amy Cunningham - President
Danielle LaForge - President
Aisling Magoon - R.C Coordinator
Tasha Morgan - Social Rep
Mariah Bryant - Galt Coordinator
Alfred Gamulo - Finance Coordinator
Alexi Drolet - Elementary Coordinator

Tutors Include:
This is the first year that Bishops has dedicated a full committee to Meal Exchange and so far it has been a tremendous success. President Sarah Solaimany as well as her co-coordinator Melissa Ianniciello recruited an amazing team of executives who have been a great help in making Meal Exchange a known and successful club. They participated in 3 great fundraisers, which included townshippers day, Trick or Eat, and the Intergenerational Music Festival, helping raise over $10,000 worth of food in the first semester and hoping to do even better in the second. They have planned out some great campaigns to help address local hunger, and get more of the Bishops community involved with their project. The executives would like to thank their amazing meal exchange team, composed of Yun Zhang, Maxime Brisebois-Lemelin, Sarah-Michelle Hollands, and Adria Midea for their amazing help and support as well as everyone who participated in any of their events. 

“We hope to see an even bigger turn out in the years to come, and hope to help put an end to hunger in our beautiful community. We may not be able to change the world, but if we work together and start small, we can make changes big enough to change even a few lives around us.”
The purpose of the Bishop's University Gamers Club is to provide a forum for people who enjoy gaming. The club also tries to expose students to the joy of social gaming. Their mission is to set up many events of varying activities so that gamers from all walks can enjoy, get to know each other, and learn from each other. We hope to see you next year!
Women’s Volleyball

Women’s Volleyball Club is for volleyball players who are interested in playing volleyball at a more competitive level than intramurals. The club held practices every Wednesday and Saturday, and in order to fundraise money as well as support a Huge Sports bra & Spandex party was held at the Gait. The Team had lots of fun and would like to thank their coaches for all their hard work!!

Team members included Ally Fraser, Ashlee Coello, Brittany Morris, Caitlin Carss, Elizabeth Morin, Flora Berset, Ingrid Perez, Isabelle Backx, Jessica Dagenais, José Jalbert, Jordan Bulley, Kathleen Mulawka, Keala Goudie, Kristen Cheng, Kristen Cooke, Laura Harrison, Laura Millette, Lauren Snowsell, Marie-Francoise Kayitesi, Mary Jorgensen, Melissa Forcione, Natalia Apic, Niki Pieper, Rebecca Hardy, Sarah Hollands, Sarah Wojcik, Taylor Poelman, Tina-Louise Rossit, and Yvonne Kessler Coaches were Tom Himmelman, Rony Kamrul and David Ojok.
Ski and Snowboard Club

The BU ski and snowboard club is the largest club on campus with 10% of the school population considered active members. The club's purpose is to bring together the huge number of skiers and riders at Bishop's to explore the hundreds of mountains within a few hours drive of campus. This year the club held movie premieres at the Gait and Centennial, fundraiser raffles with great prizes, an October rail jam in Littlefords, a discount night at Illusion snowboard shop, a 64 person ski weekend at Jay Peak, a weekend at Mount Snow and Stratton, and many days of skipping class to shred the gnar! The club has grown substantially since it's inception 3 years ago and with the majority of its founders graduating this year we encourage you to keep the shred dream alive at Bishop's and explore all that the East Coast has to offer! In one breath we'd like to thank BUSSC members and executives, Cam Redshaw (for his sweet rails), Andrea Gray & Cowboy Coffee, Lindsay Eisenger & Oakley, Jay Peak Resort, Illusion Boardshop, Laura Tacchi & Corbetts', Steve Horton & Salomon, WESC, Kyle Barlow & Monster, Lauren Snowsell & RedBull, Greens Bakery, Jerry's Pizzaria, the Lennoxville Boucherie, and everyone that helped out this year!

"A club made by riders for riders."
Men's Soccer


The BU Men's Soccer Club play in L'Interieur Intersectoriel League du Quebec, which is Division 2 university soccer. The team competes against other small non-CIS soccer schools. The 2010 season starts on January 24th, and continues into the playoffs to be held at the end of March, where the team hopes to bring back the league championship trophy to Bishop's University.
BUES
Bishop's University Economics Society

The B.U.E.S. exists to bring Bishop's students pursuing a major or minor in economics together. This group aims to promote the discipline to increase enrollment in the department. The B.U.E.S. acts as a society to benefit the economics department of Bishop's University and society as a whole. This organization strives to broaden the experience of all Bishop's students, be it through their participation in the society or through experiences with fundraisers and other initiatives.
The Photography Club got started this year by a new group of students: Kevin Donelle, Charlotte Gundy and Claire Kryczka, with a ton of help from a number of other people. First semester started out pretty slow for the photo club, getting up and going after being in hibernation for a while. Their first fundraiser was held along side the Student Run Art Show committee! During the last Happy Hour of the Semester the club also offered Holiday Photos against an authentic fireplace backdrop with various festive props and costumes to create festive holiday cards for friends and family.

This year the club also worked on fixing up the photo lab, providing students with discounts on film and hosting workshops and tutorials for the members of the club both on how to use to photo lab as well and developing, enlarging and editing black and white film photography.
A Little Bit of Info:

The BU Cheerleading team is a co-ed team with approximately 20 members, headed by captains Keira Anderson and Danielle Laforge. This team, while cheering at basketball and football games, has made a name for themselves as a premier athletic team at Bishop's, continuing to compete at a high level. The team stunts and competes in the Level 6 Collegiate division.
cheerleading

"Let's Go Gaiters Let's Go!"
The purpose of the Psychology Club is to provide a channel for students that allows for intelligent discussion of psychological issues as well as to promote the growth of the B.U. psychological community.
We hold two Wine & Cheese events each year -- A great time to drink good (FREE) wine, chat with your professors, and hang out with interesting people. We also do a candy gram fundraiser, give out free hugs around exam time, and bring in fascinating guest speakers.
This year's club heads are Michelle Gibbon and Chris Philip, with Sebastien Larocque as Treasurer and Melanie Black as Secretary, and we currently have over 40 members.
History Association.

Members (From Left to Right)
Robert Dawson, Matthew Barlow, Sarah Bennett, Cynthia Santoni, Evan Turner.
Missing: Sasha Ann G. Chadsey, Raymond Frizzell, Mark Morimoto, Jess Campbell.

About the Association:
The BU History Association is both an academic and social club. The club meets regularly for seminars, movie nights and potlucks. They have a close connection to the History Department, and are always up for grabbing a beer with the profs. The club's major claim to fame is their annual publishing of the History Review, a compilation of the best papers written by history students for the year.
Bishop's Dance Club

Executive Members include Emily Bird, Keziah DeLayen, Katie Gallagher, and Kristen Cheng. The club includes both male and female dancers combining a Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced level of dance skill.

A group photo including some of the members of the club.

The girls working on some moves
Bishop's Ultimate Federation!

Teaching new and experienced players the ways of Ultimate
The BU Pre-Med Club is dedicated to providing information, assistance, networking and support to those pursuing careers in medicine. We also act in the community by volunteering in both medically and community based projects, for example at the Hema Quebec blood drives. We also host regular fundraisers for the Fistula Foundation. Our goal is to encourage and advance future medical students while enriching the community.
Bishop's University International Student's Association (BUISA) was started in 2000 by international students interested in sharing their experiences and knowledge with future generations of exchange students coming to study at Bishop's. They organize several social events and outings during the academic year which aim at discovering the province of Québec and Canadian culture. These events are organized and managed by international students for international students, allowing for a fantastic opportunity to get to know other newcomers and share their own individual culture, while immersing themselves in Bishop's unique Canadian experience.
Social Ecology Club

Some Info:

The Social Ecology Club is a group of students whose vision is to promote sound ecological practice and to explore local culture and sustainable initiatives. We collaborate with other clubs and groups working for positive social and ecological practices such as Cinema Politica and the Poutine Press which encourage alternative and independent thoughts. We also encourage cooperation and sharing of skills between people of the community and Bishop's students.
The BUMS Executive team is made up of music students. There are representatives, a secretary, a treasurer, a vice-president and a president. BUMS puts on fun events like Cabarets, Battle of the Bands, Formal and Showcase for music students and others. Other events like laser tag, pie fests and snowball fights also take place! Come hang with the music kids anytime!

Committee Includes:
President: Amanda McAlpine
Vice-President: Aryane Beaudoin
Treasurer: Chelsea Lee
Secretary: Amy Norman
4th year Representative: Morgan McCormick
3rd year Representative: Shawn Bisson
2nd year Representative: Kyle DeCoste and Mel Hattie
1st year Representative: Ben Gravel and Chris Blades
The Muslim Association was established in 1999 by Shadir Kabir, now a professor at SMU, in order to provide an outlet for Muslim students. This includes offering a place for daily prayer and worship as well as for other religious duties, such as breaking fast in Ramadan. Since its establishment, the MSA prayer room has been indispensible to the Muslim community at Bishop's, including on-and off-campus members, as well as Muslim professors, such as Dr. Arshad Taseen and Dr. Hafid Agrouram. The MSA also organizes lectures such as Islam 101, which informs non-Muslim students about the practices of Islam, as well as lectures regarding women in Islam. By providing such comprehensive services, the MSA has become a vital part of the Bishop's cultural community.
Sessions of Fall 2009 and Winter 2010 have been busy for ACE*Bishop’s. The organization has been popping up more around campus this year than ever before, and the community and students are going to see a lot more of them in coming months and years.

Several Ace*Bishop’s sponsored events are in the works for this semester, including a partnered effort with the Dobson centre for a Dragon’s Den. The competition will be open to anyone but geared towards the ideas generated from the entrepreneurship classes. Promotion and setting will be much larger than last year, and a $500 prize is available for the winning team. Other events, like a craft show for local entrepreneurs and students, are being organized as well as other fund raising ideas. Furthermore, we can’t mention ACE*Bishop’s initiatives without stating the success of their wine tour that has taken between across the townships.

This year Ace*Bishop’s has seen incredible progress and ground-breaking new projects. After coming in as Semi-Finalists last year at the Ace*Canada National Exposition, the group is eager to showcase their accomplishments at the National Expo this May in Calgary!

Check out http://acebishops.com to see regular updates on the blog.
The SEED Portfolio is an organization that was designed to provide students with a broad exposure to all dimensions of the finance function. Members are exposed to both theoretical and practical aspects of investment management, capital budgeting, and capital formation. The team of students invests over $400,000 in equity in both the Canadian and U.S Markets under the Supervision of an external board comprised of many investment professionals. In addition the team is guided by Finance Professor Sylvie Bequet at their weekly meetings and is always available for outside consultation. The team pursues a top-down investing approach and each Project Manager is responsible for a specific set of Industry Sectors (ie. Financials, Industrials, Health Care, etc..). SEED is structured as a two year program with your first year spent as a Research Assistant for a Project Manager and if you carry on into the second year you become a Project Manager and make investing decisions. Overall the program is a great opportunity for experiential learning and we recommend anyone who is business minded and can dedicate themselves to give it a try.
The Bishops University Maritimes Society began their journey in 2009. As the number of Bishops students from the Maritime provinces grows each year this club was created to bring together a unique section of the student body as well as give students hailing from outside the Maritimes an opportunity to experience Maritime traditions and cultural celebrations.

Student body response was overwhelming as the society now consists of over 60 students here at Bishops with members ranging from citizens of PEI to Alberta as well as students from nearly every province in between.

The Maritimes society hopes to be a long lasting club within the Bishops SRC and hopes to hold many more events which offer a taste of the Maritime culture for those who are far from home and those who simply wish to experience it for the first time.

-Paul Heller, James Mcarthur, Kyle Kelly, Harrison Diamond
The Classics Society was originally founded by the students of one of Bishop's' smallest departments, united in a common love for the study of the art, history, and literature of ancient civilizations. It has since grown into a lively club, and now regularly welcomes students from a wide range of disciplines to its events. These range from the popular weekly Classics Café (board games, coffee, and of course a smattering of Latin!) to larger events like toga parties, symposiums, and bus trips.
The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF) group at Bishop's meets on Thursday evenings to explore the Christian faith in an open and welcoming atmosphere. We are seeking to develop a Witnessing Community on campus. Our main focus this semester has been the Alpha Course which has included a light supper, a video and discussion of the basics of the Christian faith.
The Bishop’s University CA Club is for Bishop’s students who are majoring in accounting and are aspiring to complete their Chartered Accountant Designation after graduating from Bishop’s. The club’s objectives are to assist students in the different steps involved in attaining the CA designation. The club has grown more active in the 2009-2010 school year, with many successful events and several more planned for the rest of the winter semester. Examples of such events include meet and greets with firms, job/internship application workshops, conferences, and more.

If you are a student in accounting, whether you are aiming for a CA designation or otherwise, membership in the Club brings you many advantages. To get in contact with the Club, visit our Facebook page or email one of the members. You can find flyers throughout Hamilton with the contact info of the executive members. For quick reference, email Club President Mathieu Kouri at mkouri06@ubishops.ca.
Alpha Phi is a sorority founded in 1872 at Syracuse University. The Bishop’s chapter, Eta Chi, was started in 1989; we celebrated our 20th anniversary last November! After all of the members graduated at the end of 2008, a "grassroots" project was begun where the chapter started to build from scratch. Leah Sherman, Eliza Griffin and Alaina Kelsey have worked hard this year to promote and build and it’s really paid off—we have now many amazing members!

Being a part of Alpha Phi is a wicked experience. Don’t pay attention to sorority stereotypes in the media; there’s so much more to sororities then what the media represents, especially at a close-knit community like Bishop’s.

Being a part of Alpha Phi is a wicked experience. Don’t pay attention to sorority stereotypes in the media; there’s so much more to sororities then what the media represents, especially at a close-knit community like Bishop’s.

One of the pillars of Alpha Phi is philanthropy, which means we’re often holding an event or having a raffle or bake sale in the SUB to raise money for Alpha Phi’s chosen charity: cardiac care. We’ve also hosted the Gait several times for different reasons, and always have plans in the works for new social events. And then of course there’s sisterhood itself, one of the biggest staples in building and carrying on a successful sorority. Joining a sorority instantly connects you to the other girls not just in your chapter, but in every single chapter that exists at any university, as well as all graduates! So we invite you to check Alpha Phi out this semester or next year. There will always be posters up around campus, or you can join our facebook group, or shoot us an email: bualphaphi@gmail.com. Meantime, congrats to everyone who graduated this year (including one of our own members)!

―Alpha Phi, Eta Chi Chapter―
Above: Some of the friendly faces of Sigma Chi.
The Fraternity: Sigma Chi is an organization composed of several different personalities, talents and convictions in life. The goals of Sigma Chi are to promote three main things: Friendship, Justice and Learning not only in its members, but in the community around them. The fraternity vouches for men with any sort of leadership capabilities and provides them with the opportunities to develop themselves in the environments in which they are surrounded. At Sigma Chi brotherhood is formed around bonds created from common universal ideals which every brother strives for. Sigma Chi is a great place to meet new people, form great friendships, to live and learn from new experiences and challenges, and to have support for the goals in life which a person strives for.

The Iota Rho Chapter of the Sigma Chi Fraternity:

The Iota Rho Chapter is currently composed of nine active brothers and over 230 alumni. Iota Rho has hosted a variety of events off-campus at the chapter house known as the “Sig House” which has been not only a place for great Frosh, Halloween and St. Patty’s parties but also a great venue for a variety of different events such as weekly film nights for the Classics department, potluck reunions, and fundraisers.

Throughout the 2009-2010 year Sigma Chi at Bishop’s has participated and organized several events. Such events include helping ECCOP’s (Education Community Outreach Program) in a number of activities such as; setting up and coordinating the Halloween Haunted House in Lennoxville; selling the masks for the Masquerade event held at the Gait; and setting up donation booths in the SUB. They were also responsible for Movember fundraisers where the boys raised funds for Prostate Cancer Research. Sigma Chi has also thrown some wicked parties year around: Frosh Week clothes optional party, Halloween Party, and Tainted Love Valentines party recently!
The Education Club Community Outreach Program (also known as the ECCOP) may not be an official club here at Bishop’s, but they are pretty well known around campus. They have been responsible for putting on the haunted house over at the Community Center in Lennoxville that we have all known and loved for the past 4 years. They hand out candy (donated by the Lennoxville Firemen) to about 400 children under the age of 12 every year and have also been setting up tables at the end of their Haunted house for donations that go to worthy causes.

Some of these causes include their support for Unicef, raising money to build a roof on a school in Haiti, as well as raising money for an orphanage school in Thailand. This year’s Haunted House (depicted in all four pictures) carried the theme of a deserted town known as Pleasant Hollow.

Pictured left to right: ECCOP President Ashley Wheeler and Vice President Amanda Perkins.
Above: A group photo of the 2009-2010 ECCOP members during their Haunted House fundraiser this past October.

“The ECCOP is open and welcome to new members, so look for them next year cause they’ll be looking for you!”

Right: A group of ECCOP members displaying their costumes and character personalities at the club’s Haunted House this past October.
Right: Model Kyle Exume looking sexy alongside fellow model Elle Anhorn.
1. Models showing off one of the many companies who participated in the Fashion Show
2. Entertainment during the intermission
3. Another clothing line.

Above: Another dance number

Above: One of the many entertaining dance numbers.

All photos courtesy of Jeremy Johnston
Fashion Show
UNICEF Haiti Relief

The Committee
Erin Pollon
Micah Sifton
Kevin Donelle
Kimber Parmar

Above: An anxious crowd getting pumped for the show!

Above: Jake Stephenson looking cozy with a fellow model on stage.
Winter
Homecoming
BBall Games

Men and Women

We Still Booze ... !!
St Paddy's
Weekend Festivities

[Image of various photos of people having fun at an event]
Glengarry Bhoys

Vicky Schaefer of the SRC arranged for the Canadian Celtic band Glengarry Bhoys, to play at the Gait to celebrate St. Patrick's Day. It was met with many attending and a wonderful night of dancing and celebrating. Also in attendance, the world renown MacCulloch Dancers kicking it Celtic Style.
Right: Graduating veteran from the women's basketball team, Robyn Wilson, awarded Female Academic Student-Athlete Award.

Above (from left to right): Jacquie Laidler awarded female freshman of the year, Shawn Gore awarded male athlete of the year, Katy Germain awarded female athlete of the year and Onnex Blackwood awarded male freshman of the year.

Above: Returning veteran from the men's rugby team, Stefan Lemieux, awarded Male Academic Student-Athlete Award.
Athletic Banquet

Major Awards:

Female Athlete of the Year: Katy Germain (Basketball)
Male Athlete of the Year: Shawn Gore (Football)
Female Freshman Athlete of the Year: Jacque Laidler (Rugby)
Male Freshman Athlete of the Year: Onnex Blackwood (Basketball)
Female Academic Student-Athlete Award: Robyn Wilson (Basketball)
Male Academic Student-Athlete Award: Stefan Lemieux (Rugby)
Ray Almond Award: Bill Rourke

2008-09 Academic All-Canadians:
Marie-Ève Lemoine, Katy Germain, Katie Allen, Samantha Juraschka, Melanie Black.

Above: Caitlin Carr, one of the winners of a Bishop's Purple Letter Award.
Below: On the left, the new incoming SRC committee. On the right, the outgoing SRC committee. A huge thank you to those leaving and an even bigger welcome and good luck to the incoming members.
Awards:

SRC Merit Awards: Micheal Max Gorges and Jeremy Johnston.
Ray Lawson Award: Paige Johnson.
Joseph E Cassar Award: Eleanor Brown.
Michel Fontaine Experience Award: Cameron Redshaw.
Joy Chandler Community Award: Ginette Belair and Bruce Stevenson.
President Portfolio Awards (Brad Leung):
Mark Lawson.
Deborah Langford.
Adam Peabody.
David McBride.
Director of Finance & Operations Award (Victoria Schaefer):
Elizabeth Miron
Bert Collins
Eleanor Brown
Buildings & Grounds
VP Academic Awards (Sam Ho):
Michel Caron
Rosalyn Drake
Hans Rouleau
Dr. Michael Childs

VP Social Affairs Awards (Jessica Dollinger):
Photography Club – Claire Kryczka, Kevin Donnelle, Charlotte Gundy
Chelsea Smith
Eleanor Brown
VP Student Affairs Awards (Kyle Ellsworth):
Ronan O’Beirne
Michael Max Gorges
Catherine Collinson
Divisional Teaching Awards
Department – The Department of Music
Support Services – The Records Office
Education – Eva Bures
Williams School of Business – Lissa McRae
Humanities – Linda Morra
Natural Sciences and Mathematics – Patrick Draper
Social Sciences – Michael Lustigman
Purple Letter Award (given by Bruce Stevenson)
Braydon Deans McLean
Caitlin Carss
Carina Cappuccitti
Damon Thomas-Anderson
Frances Bajdik-Bova
Jason Faber
Danielle LaForce
Jenna Smith
Christopher Bolduc
Merran Eby
Jessie-Lynn Mace
Golden Mitre (announced by David McBride)
Brad Leung
Chelsea Smith
Paige Johnson
Paige Marlow
Anna Shackell
Valedictorian – Chelsea Smith
SRC Lifetime Achievement Award – Bruce Stevenson

Left: Bruce Stevenson presenting a Purple Letter Award to Jenna Smith.
Golden Key International Honour Society, founded in 1977, is an academic honour society which recognizes and encourages outstanding achievement from all academic disciplines. Golden Key has over 375 chapters at colleges and universities from eight countries. The Golden Key Chapter at Bishop’s University takes part in numerous initiatives to benefit the campus community as well as the surrounding community.

Major service initiatives this year included Teaching English to Sherbrooke area firefighters and Better World Book drives. In addition, Golden Key Executive Members took part in two conferences this year; the International Conference in Orlando, Florida over the summer, and the Canadian Conference in Edmonton held in February. Both of these events were great opportunities to network with students, alumni, faculty and organizations from around the world. The Golden Key Chapter at Bishop’s University would like to thank Bruce Stevenson for all of his hard work and dedication as their Chapter Advisor and they wish him the best of luck in his retirement.
Bishop's Charity BBall

During the month of March Braydon Deans McLean along with Russel and Joan Sangster organized a charity basketball game to support the Eastern Township Learning Center located at Alexander Galt High school. This has been an annual event held at Bishop's for the past 3 years and hopefully one which continues in the years to come. The money raised, 200,000$ over the past 3 years, goes directly to the learning center for field trips and activities. Athletes from Bishop's including the men and women's basketball teams, men's rugby, and women's soccer played along side two of the learning center students as well as other athletes from Galt high school. Dominoes Pizza was the primary sponsor for the event, selling full medium pizzas for only 5$.
Lennoxvegas provided the perfect background for an amazing night!

Looking Fabulous!

On the bus to the Granada.
This year’s grad formal was a flash back to the Frosh theme Lennoxvegas! Girls and guys got all dolled up, looking sharp and feeling extremely excited about the night’s festivities. It was a perfect end for the grad class of 2010.

Good luck to all in their future plans and adventures!

Allison Hale and Kyle Ellsworth raising a toast to an amazing night and an even better four years at Bishop’s together!
What's next on the list for...

Wow!
What a difficult question! Recently, all graduating students were invited to Principle Goldbloom’s house to raise a toast to the completion of their degree and to bid them good luck in the next steps ahead of them. I attended this fantastic little gathering and one reoccurring questions coming from many faculty members, as well as other students was just that; “What’s next after Bishop’s?” and although I have many ideas and possibilities of what is next, the answer to this question remains uncertain.

I used to be envious of those individuals who have a clear cut path figured out because I disliked and somewhat feared the uneasy feeling that comes with not knowing- not knowing what to do, where I’ll be, and how I will financially support myself.

However, I have come to realize that this uncertainty is in actuality a blessing in disguise. The unknown aspect of the future constantly pushes me to consider new ideas and opportunities, and to take advantage of situations as they present themselves. To be unrestricted and to have so many options is in actuality very exciting and myself along with the majority of the graduating students, are very fortunate in my mind to have so many possible opportunities, which are in a large part thanks to Bishop’s. What a fantastic university!

- Allison Halse

After Bishop’s I am planning on taking a year off; I plan on travelling this summer (hopefully in Europe) and I have applied for some jobs for the upcoming year. I am not quite sure yet what part of the country/world my career path will take me, but I’m excited for it! Down the road, I am planning on applying for Law school beginning in the September of 2011. After that I am looking at a career in Sports and Entertainment Law (even perhaps working with a professional sports team) or working in International Law.

- Robyn Wilson
I am graduating this semester in Business Management and have decided to go back home to Beauce in order to begin my career as an operations coordinator with a manufacturing company. I will always keep good memories of my experiences here at Bishop's.

- Patricia Maheux

Hmmm .. what's next? A vacation to start! Then work ... travelling a little bit and hopefully grad school. In the end ... life! Can't wait!

- Dayna Hammond

On May 1st, 2010 I, along with a few friends, will be heading to Africa. Over the last year we have spent most of our time organizing a 3 week camp for orphans living in an orphanage in Uganda. Afterwards we will be traveling through Africa, beginning in Tanzania and ending in Zanzibar. We will also visit Rome and Florence on the way home. Once I come back in June I will be training for my police foundation testing in hopes of one day joining the police force.

- Heather Paul
Caroline Brunet  
BA Honours English Literature  
Minor Fine Arts  
After I graduate, I want to travel/travel. In June, I will be travelling Eastern Europe. After that, I hope to attend Graduate School for Women and Gender Studies if not this year than at least one day. Ultimately, who knows what will happen... it’s that positive life where anything can!

Michael Cestnik  
BBA Concentration International Business and Marketing  
Thanks go to my family for their everlasting support. As I was told before I came to this place, My sons went to Bishop’s, they got a degree. I’m not sure if they got an education.

Morgan Dinsdale  
BA Honours Political Studies  
Cucc. Int. Studies and Public Admin. & Policy  
I will always remember this magical place with a smile. To those who changed my life, I will always be inspired by your love. Remember that life is a canvas, so throw lots of paint on it. And may the beauty you love be who you are.

Amanda Eaton  
BED Concentration Secondary Major Fine Arts and Secondary Education  
“Raise a glass to four of the best years of my life. Thank you to everyone who made my BU experience so special.” “Smile. Lots. Laugh. Often.” Muah!!

Ashlee Coello  
BBA Concentration Business International  
We’ve made unforgettable friendships and I’m sure a few of us experienced the plastic-safe haven mattresses but we all know that our years here have made for some pretty amazing memories. I will miss every one of you. Keep in touch! A

Sarah Bennett  
BA Honours History Minor French Language Studies  
Bishop’s has been amazing! My experiences in history, living at NOPO and most of all playing with the BU Women’s Hockey Team, the Polar Bears, have been life changing. Having survived Bishop’s... its now time to make my career in Public History.

Phillip Blouin  
BA Honours Psychology  
“We have but faith: we cannot know; For knowledge is of things we see And yet we trust it comes from thee. A poem in darkness, let it come.”

Stephanie Ackerman  
BBA Major Economics: Public Policy Concentration General Business Management Minor Psychology  
“Raise a Toast!”
Daniel Fontaine  
BA Major Religion  
As an older student I really appreciated this time in my life where I could go back into the classroom and investigate long held questions. I’d like to thank my wife for being with me on this journey and the Religion Department for your amazing dedication. Bucket list...check!

Raymond Frizzel  
BA Major Public History  
After Bishop’s University, my goals are to join the work force, spend much needed time with friends and family, and most importantly tell my wife every morning that I love her.

Berenece Garcia Rodriguez  
BBA Concentration Business Marketing  
Minor English Language  
“I just want to thank my parents and my husband for their patience during all this time. Their support and infinite love gave me the strength to continue even during the most difficult times. Gracias por todo, los amo.”

Sarah Gendron  
BA Major English Literature  
“To accomplish great things, we must dream as well as act.”  
- Anatole France  
THANK YOU: Mommy, Papi, Nicholas, Caroline, friends and family, Linda Morris and Carl. Your support and encouragement have meant the world to me these past 4 years.

Michelle Gibbon  
BA Major Psychology and Human Resource Management  
College days will linger ever in our hearts. The last four years have been the most dramatic, unbeliavable, life changing and truly amazing years of my life. Thanks to everyone who was a part of it! Here’s to the thought I can’t remember with the friends I’ll never forget.

Dayna Hammond  
BA Major Psychology  
Minor Health and Sports Studies  
“THANK YOU. Those four years at Bishop’s have been full of ups and downs. The ups shaped who I am and taught me how to be strong. The downs made me and my memory strong. I’ve moved on through life’s adventures. To my family: Mom, Dad, Rick, Dan and Tim, and to my friends... Thank you, from the bottom of my heart.

Ahmed Ali  
BA Major Sociology  
Minor Criminology  
“Where there is a will, there is a way. Where there is a way, there is a path. Where there is a path, there is a choice. Where there is a choice, there is a love. Where there is a love, there is a future. All I know is that I have chosen myself the path and it

Michael Lavigne  
BBA Concentration Business Finance  
Major Economics  
I chose BU for the enriching educational experience, the high level of student-faculty interaction and the level of academic challenge. Bishop’s is a small university where you can grow your passions, make things happen and build your future. My 3 years here have just been incredible.
Jessica Ledoux
BED Concentration Primary

Dad, Mom, Joe & Paul - thanks for all your love and support. Brad, "I love you more than I have ever found a way to say to you". To all my friends, I will never forget the interesting memories. I wish you all happiness, love and success.

Johanna Lopez
BBA Concentration Business Accounting

I will never regret choosing Bishop's as my University. I chose BU because of its friendly staff, international student body and cozy environment. I will always be proud of being a Bishop's graduate. What an unforgettable experience. Thank you for being there as one of your students. God bless you all.

Jessi-Lynn Mace
BA Honours Political Studies

Thanks Kuchner Kiriakis, Buddy, Tessa, Pollack 09-049, Leadership Peers, NMUN and Security for having my back! I'll never forget the past years. Goodbye Roz Life! Goodbye BU!

Patricia Malieux
BBA Concentration Business Management Science and Information Systems

I will always keep fond memories of Bishop's in my heart.

Jasmine Mason
BA Major Drama and Secondary Education

Thanks to friends and family for all the love, brighter, support and memories. Cheers to 2:30 a.m., thanks to the drama department, can of hairspray for P P, the aquarium/the jungle, "my master has given me the chance to complete the task", Clueless, Tug and pamphlets, and crazy endorphin highs.

Amanda Mills
BA Major Sociology
Minor Criminology

"My degree at Bishop's has taught me 5 things: education is nothing without experience, life is nothing with true friends, and my parents are right 75% of the time! Thanks Mom and Dad for always believing in me!"

Elizabeth Miren
BA Honours Political Studies
Minor English
Minor Public Admin. & Public Policy
Minor Sociology

"You'll never remember class time, but you'll remember the times you wasted hanging out with your friends. So, stay out late. Go out on a Tuesday with your friends when you have a paper due Wednesday. Spend money you don't have. Drink till sunrise. The work never ends, but college does..." Tom Petty
Elissa Parenteau
Major: Economics
Concentration: Business
Finance
The Bishop’s experience is unique and I will always remember my three remarkable years. I had the chance to combine two disciplines while being supported by amazing Economics and Finance professors. Greatly appreciated the friendly ambiance on campus.

Cameron Redshaw
BSC Major: Environmental Biology
Minor: Geography
Here’s to you, BU! To the times we’ve shared, the people I’ve met, the lessons and the love. Thank you. Best of Luck to the next Blue Ribbon. Best of Luck to Bishop who’s leading the charge and the Bishop who’s leading us. To all my Bishop classmates, Nadya and Jamaice House, the Gals and the Lion. Here’s to the last four years! I’ll never forget the good and bad, it seemed like four years is a student, but as a family. Cheers.

Evelyn Russell
BSED Concentration: Secondary
5 years at Bishop’s came and went. I’ve learned a lot about literature, music, teaching, and life. I’ll miss the owls, the streets, and my BSY friends. “Once more into the breach, my friends.” And so the Bird goes. And it’s not in the stars to hold our destiny, but in ourselves.

Laura Tavchir
BBA Concentration: Business
Accounting Concentration: Business
Finance
Some great memories of Bishop’s: Conferences, boulder days, ski and snowboard club, spring break, Summer in Beauty, 10 Reed, Great friends and good times.

Lindsay Tagg
BA Major: Psychology and
Human Resource Management
Thank you mom and dad for your support and love. I could not have done it without you. Thanks Christine and Steph for your friendship and Cody, your patience and love. Love you Grams and Mami. Thank you Bishop’s for the stepping stones, it wasn’t easy but I did it.

Andrew Willis
BBA Concentration: Business
International
Many thanks to my family and friends for their support, along with the staff and faculty for the life shaping opportunities that can only come from BU.

Dana Lea Vorster
BA Major: Psychology
Too many lives, helped and encouraged along the way have every day part time and my mentor to all, last but not least, thanks especially to my parents and Tom, our amazing kid! I love you 3.
Stefanie Carruba  
BA Major: Psychology

Anabel Collin  
BA Major: Business  
Minor: Creative Writing & Journalism

Catherine Collinson  
BA Hons: Enviro. Studies & Geo Concentration: Enviro. Studies

Erika Cook  
BA Major: Educational Studies

Francis Cossette  
BBA Concentration: Finance  
Major: Economics

Amy Cunningham  
BA Major: Educational Studies

Melissa Daigle  
BA Major: Health Psychology

Sarah DeLong  
BSC Major: Neuropsychology

Cindy Denicourt  
BA Major: Economics  
Minor: Business

Maureen Denis  
BA Major: Psychology & Human Resources

Jonathan Dion  
BBA Concentration: International Business

Rosalyn Drake  
BBA Cone: Entrepreneurship  
Cone: Bus. Marketing

Alex Drolet  
BA Major: Educational Studies  
Minor: Psychology

Xavier R. Dubé  
BA Major: Political Studies

Stephany Dubéau  
BA Major: Psychology and Human Resources

François-Xavier Dumont  
BA Major: Educational Studies

Michael E. Fournier  
BA Major: Business
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Michelle Hagel  
BSC Major Neuropsychology

Emily Harris

Catherine Herard  
BBA Concentration Finance  
Major Economics

Christine Heuvelink  
BA Honours Psychology

Jonathan Hickey  
BA Major Political Studies  
Minor History

Jeffrey Hidrell  
BA Major Social Studies and Secondary Education

Samuel Yu Him Ho  
BA Major Political Studies and Sociology  
Minor Pub. Admin. and Policy

Sandrine Houllarssy  
Certificate Arts Administration

Marnell Houllarssy  
BA Major Education Studies

Erika Ide  
BA Honours Political Studies  
Minor Geology

Peter Jarvis  
BA Honours Drama

Connor Jasen  
BA Major English, Culp + Media  
Min Creative Writ. + Journalism  
Minor Sociology

Paige Johnson  
BA Major Educational Studies  
Major Psychology and Sociology  
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Jeremy Johnson  
BA Major Psychology  
Minor Enviro. Science

Emily Jordan  
BA Honours Political Studies  
Minor Religion

Eric Jorgensen  
BBA Conc. Marketing  
Minor Economics
Julia Judge
BA Major Liberal Arts
Minor Entrepreneurship, English, and Public Admin. & Policy

Lindsay Julian
BA Major Educational Studies
Minor Psychology

Terry-Jeanne Kadar
BA Major Social Studies & Secondary Education

Chantal Laberge
BA Honour English Literature
Minor Entrepreneurship

Danielle Lafarge
BA Major Educational Studies
Minor Psychology

Andrea Lame
BA Honours Fine Arts Studio

Audrey Langlois

Roxane Lapenna
BBA Con. Business Finance
Major Economics

Marc Lapointe
BBA

Olivia Lees
BA Major English Cul. & Med.
Minor Hispanic Studies & Creative Writing and Journalism

Marie-Eve Lemoine
BA Major Enviro. Studies & Geo
Minor History

Claudia Leonard
BA Major Enviro. Studies & Geo
Minor Psychology

Patrick Leonard
BBA

Marco Letto
BBA Concentration Accounting
Minor Economics

Dai Lin
BBA Concentration Accounting

Rachael Little
BSc Major Biology
Major Psychology
Wilson Liu  
BBA Concentration Finance

Paola Louzada  
BA Major Enviro. Studies

Hugh Delbert MacAuley

Kaitlyn MacMillan  
BA Major Sociology; Family, Health and Community

Erin Mahoney  
BA Major Educational Studies

Jacklyn Manuel  
Graduated 2009; BA Major Educational Studies; BED Concentration Primary

Amanda Matthews  
BED Concentration Secondary

Paige Marlow

Jacklyn Mathis  
BA Honours Political Studies

Cynthia Marotte  
BBA Concentration Accounting; Minor Economics

Marcie Martin  
BA Major Sociology

Melanie McCrae  
BA Major Hispanic Studies; Minor Psychology

Fiona McKeelvie  
BA Major Hispanic Studies; Minor Film Studies

Bridget McKenzie  
BA Major Modern Languages; Conc. Hispanic Studies, Int. Japanese Studies; 122 Minor Fine Arts

Laura Megan  
BBA Conc. Bus. Human Res. and Marketing

Catherine Mitchell Roy  
BA Major Enviro. Studies; Minor Fine Arts

Shannon Moir  
BBA Concen. Bus. Human Res. and Marketing
Hilary Bingitore
BA Major Clinical Psychology

Eliane Poirier
BA Major Environ. Studies

Sébastien Proulx
BA Honours International Political Economy

Mira Provost
BBA Conc. Business Human Resources

Lauren Raslask
BSC Major Physics
Minor Mathematics

Nancy Reiser
BED Concentration Primary

Andrea Robillard
BA Honours Drama
Minor Film Studies

Mara Ruthschild
BA Major Clinical Psychology
Minor Religion

Christine Scott
BBA Conc. Business Finance and General Business Management

Sarah Scott

Chelsea Sexton
BA Major Political Studies & English
Minor Film Studies

Meaghan Shaw
BA Honours Fine Arts Studio
Minor English and Psychology

Chelsea Smith
BA Honours Fine Arts Studio

Lauren Smith
BA Major Chistocul Studies
Minor Creative Writ & Journalism

Lindsay Smith
BA Major Educational Studies
Minor Psychology

Samantha Smith
BA Honours Fine Arts Studio
Minor Psychology

Sharon Smith
BBA Art History
Ian Snowsell  
BSc Major: Biodiversity, Geo. & Evolution  
Minor: Environmental Studies

Oscar Socuellaya Allaga  
BBA Concentration: General Business Management

Brian St Louis  
BA Honours Political Studies  
Minor: History and Pub. Policy

Jake Stephenson  
BBA Concentration: Bus. Finance  
Minor: Economics

Graham Stewart  
BBA Concentration: Bus. Finance  
Minor: Economics

Victoria Sutor  
BBA Concentration: Bus. Finance

Leandra Telefoglo  

Veronique Theriault  
BA Major: Modern Languages  
Conc: English, Hispanic & German

Ariane Thibault  

Daniel Thibault Shea  
BBA Concentration: International Business  
Minor: Economics

Holly Thomson  
BA Major: Modern Languages  
Conc: French and Hispanic  
Minor: Fine Arts

Kyriakouli Triakas  
BBA Concentration: Accounting

Shane Tyrell  
BBA Business Management

Alexis Vienneau  
BBA Concentration: Bus. Hum. Res. and  
Marketing  
Minor: Psychology

Andrea Watchorn  
BA Major: Environmental Studies

Ashley Wheeler  
BED Concentration: Primary
Graduates of 2010

Pages ...
BU Out On the Town...

Bishop's gave me something better than just a degree...
This is how WE do it!

It gave me an education ...
The many proud faces of BU!
Right and Above Right: Allie MacLeod and Elizabeth Robichaud raised over $2000 for Ovarian Cancer Canada and donated their hair to Pantene's Beautiful Lengths.
A Mesh of Memories ...
Remember...

The friendships
Only in the Bubble ...
Editing the Bishop's yearbook this year taught me a lot.

#1 Always write things down, whether they be appointments, a list of things to do, or someone's name, you should never rely on your memory if you want to get things done with ease.

#2 Despite constant reminders and nagging, university students (myself included) always leave things to the last minute, so plan your deadlines and schedules around them. And

#3 University is the most amazing, stressful, educational, exhausting, frustrating, worst and best time of your life ... so soak it all up. Cherish every laughter, every tear, every fight, and every beer because it goes quickly.

Four years later, after taking my first step onto this beautiful Bishop's campus, it's time to say good bye. Spending my final year editing this book was the perfect way to do that. Looking at everyone's pictures reminding me of my own experiences. Frosh week, the first friend I made here who still remains one of my closest, my first class, my first beer at the Lion, Football homecoming, and Basketball homecoming to name a few. And of course Second, Third, and Fourth year. To those students who have just completed their first year keep yours heads up and truck through, but don't forget to stop and smell the roses every now and then. Times flies! To those students coming in ... Welcome to the Bubble! Your home for the next four years and hopefully a place you will cherish and carry in your hearts for years to come.

And finally, to those graduating and saying good bye to their friends, teachers, and little BU family ... thank you! Thank you for the memories and the experiences. Good luck in your lives and future plans, whether they be big or small and never forget to look back on Bishop's and remember your time here. This was your home for the many years you spent here and just remember ... as big a dent that this place made on you .... you made a bigger one on it.

That was the idea we wanted to help capture in this year's book. We wanted to show you the many faces and experiences the bubble has to offer, it's secrets you may not have known, and it's Uniqueness. That "Thing" that makes Bishop's Bishop's, and separates it from all the other Universities you could have picked but luckily didn't.

Raise a Toast!
Ashley Rohr
Assistant Editor 2009-2010

This year was the one of the best years for The Quad. There are many different events that happened at Bishops that are captured in this wonderful book. If you are anything like me then when you look in this book and see all the wonderful events that have happened I start to plan the list of things that I want to be a part of next year. I wanted to wish to all the graduating students, Good Luck and the to the new students its going to be a great year.

Allison Hale
Layout Designer 2009-2010

“The Quad” - When thinking of these words the first thing that comes to mind among many of us is the majestic little hangout in front of the library frequently filled when the sun is shining with Frisbee-pitching, guitar playing, sun-seeking Gaiters. However, personally since my involvement began with the yearbook at the beginning of this year, the term “The Quad” has taken on a slightly more elaborate meaning. The term to me now symbolizes a place of unification, of happiness, and a place where memories are formed and then recollected. Regardless though of whether or not I am thinking of “The Quad” as the place or the thing, the greater overall connection – that of Bishop’s University- is present and the emotions, stories, and friendships made here will never be forgotten (especially with the help of the yearbook).

The editors have put great effort into the contents of this yearbook to insure that every graduate may relate to one area or another be it Homecoming, Clubs, Intramurals, Committees, Halloween, St Patty’s Day, Grad Formal and so on.

On blue days, relive your purple days over and over!

Denise St Pierre
Layout Designer 2009-2010

For me, Bishop’s has been a furious whirlwind, an assault of images and words (including, but not limited to, the countless essays.) So what better way to summarize a year at BU than with a synthesis of the two? To recoup some of the moments we may have lost one fatefuly intoxicated night, or to acknowledge organizations that, in our haste, we overlooked. The Quad is nothing less than a testament of all that makes Bishop’s the ideal place to be. The challenges of immortalizing a year did not compromise the enjoyment of creating this tome. Therefore, I must conclude with the sincerest thanks to the fellow editors who made all this possible, especially Dayna, whose dedication and determination could strike fear into the heart of even the most sluggish of editors.
Faites partie d'une commission scolaire anglophone dynamique!

La Commission scolaire Central Québec offre de la formation en anglais dans les régions de Québec, de la Mauricie, du Saguenay – Lac-Saint-Jean, de Thetford Mines et de Chibougamau. Reconnue sur le plan provincial comme un leader dans la mise en place de programmes éducatifs innovateurs, notre commission scolaire offre un milieu professionnel à la fois stimulant et enrichissant. Le territoire que nous couvrons est vaste et notre organisation de petite taille favorise une ambiance de travail chaleureuse et accueillante pour tous nos employés.

Nous recrutons du personnel bilingue pour nos différentes régions pour les postes suivants :

- Technicien(ne) en éducation spécialisée
- Enseignant(e) au primaire et au secondaire
- Surveillant(e) d'élèves
- Préposé(e) aux élèves handicapsés
- Éducateur(trice) en service de garde

Pour postuler et pour découvrir nos nombreuses possibilités d'emploi, consultez la section « Offres d'emploi » de notre site Web.

www.cqsb.qc.ca

There are two sides to the brain. An accounting side and a creative side. We use them both.

Test your creativity at MyClicCMA.com

The Notre Dame Experience

Athol Murray College Of Notre Dame is an international Catholic, co-educational, college preparatory boarding school for students in grades 9 to 12.

The College is located in the village of Wilcox and its safe, rural environment provides a unique setting for personal growth, with minimal distractions, for students wishing to focus on academics, athletics, arts and spirituality.

NOTRE DAME

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL GRADUATES!

Proud partner of the Bishop's University Alumni Association, TD Insurance Meloche Monnex offers its congratulations and wishes success to all new graduates.

TD Insurance Meloche Monnex is Canada’s leading provider of group home and auto insurance for members of select professional and alumni associations, including yours!

We wish you a memorable ceremony.

1 866 352 6187
MelocheMonnex.com/ubishops
A HUGE Thank you to ...

Annis Karpenko
Bradley Leung
Jessica Dollinger
Vicky Schaefer
Eleanor Brown
Club Heads
Shawn Batten
Amanda Stufflebean

Gaiters

Bishop's University
NOT TO BE TAKEN AWAY
CONSULTATION SUR PLACE